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ABSTRACT
Roa Elkim, Elkim Felipe Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Power-Efficient
High-Speed Interface Circuit Techniques. Major Professor: Byunghoo Jung.
Inter- and intra-chip connections have become the new challenge to enable the scal-
ing of computing systems, ranging from mobile devices to high-end servers. Demand
for aggregate I/O bandwidth has been driven by applications including high-speed
ethernet, backplane micro-servers, memory, graphics, chip-to-chip and network on-
chip. I/O circuitry is becoming the major power consumer in SoC processors and
memories as the increasing bandwidth demands larger per-pin data rate or larger
I/O pin count per component. The aggregate I/O bandwidth has approximately
doubled every three to four years across a diverse range of standards in different
applications. However, in order to keep pace with these standards enabled in part
by process-technology scaling, we will require more than just device scaling in the
near future. New energy-efficient circuit techniques must be proposed to enable the
next generations of handheld and high-performance computers, given the thermal and
system-power limits they start facing.
In this work, we are proposing circuit architectures that improve energy efficiency
without decreasing speed performance for the most power hungry circuits in high
speed interfaces. By the introduction of a new kind of logic operators in CMOS,
called implication operators, we implemented a new family of high-speed frequency
dividers/prescalers with reduced footprint and power consumption. New techniques
and circuits for clock distribution, for pre-emphasis and for driver at the transmit-
ter side of the I/O circuitry have been proposed and implemented. At the receiver




During the last five years, the power density wall has transitioned from the micropro-
cessor side to the peripheral side. Inter- and intra-chip connections have become the
new challenge to enable the scaling of computing systems, ranging from mobile devices
to high-end servers. Demand for aggregate I/O bandwidth has been driven by ap-
plications including high-speed ethernet, backplane micro-servers, memory, graphics,
chip-to-chip and network on-chip. I/O circuitry is becoming the major power con-
sumer in SoC processors and memories as the increasing bandwidth demands larger
per-pin data rate or larger I/O pin count per component. Figure 1.1, adapted from
the ITRS roadmap [4], shows that the aggregate I/O bandwidth has approximately
doubled every three to four years across a diverse range of standards in different
applications. However, in order to keep pace with these standards enabled in part
by process-technology scaling, we will require more than just device scaling in the
near future. New energy-efficient circuit techniques must be proposed to enable the
next generations of handheld and high-performance computers, given the thermal and
system-power limits they start facing.
1.1 High-speed links
The link performance depends on the required interconnection distance. Medium-
distance electrical I/O links, such as server rack-to-rack and backplanes, must support
high data rates along with lossy channels. Memory and chip-to-chip links must deal
with crosstalk issues and channel loss in low-budget lossy channels. In most appli-
cations, there are common circuits that limit the power-budget of the electrical I/O
links. From clocking circuits to driver circuits, including muxing circuits and equal-
2
Fig. 1.1: Trend in per lane data rate for different wireline I/O standards.
izers at both ends (receiver and transmitter), efficient circuit topologies are required
to keep the average power at the limits.
The block diagram of a traditional high-speed link is shown in figure 1.2. High-
speed transceiver serialize parallel data to transmit it through a wireline or wireless
channel. At the transmitter side, the clocking circuit scheme, a PLL and the frequency
dividers are the timing generators in the link. The frequency dividers/prescalers are
used inside the PLL at the feedback loop to serve as frequency multipliers. The
frequency dividers also supply timing reference to the serializer blocks to allocate and
space-synchronize parallel blocks of data onto a high-speed data stream.
In a wireline link, the most common channel is composed of PCB traces and con-
nectors. Since the transient response of PCB traces at high frequency operation have
frequency-dependent losses, the transceiver needs to include equalization circuits to
compensate the channel-induced inter-symbol interference (ISI) at high data rates.
These equalization circuits are commonly implemented at the output data rate to
3
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Fig. 1.2: Block diagram of a high-speed wireline transceiver.
have more control of the high-speed signal compensation. Therefore, the power con-
sumption and overall performance of a high-speed link is strongly associated to the
channel performance. Figure 1.3 reports the recent works presented at ISSCC and
International VLSI Symposium. The energy efficiency values are presented over the
last five years versus the channel loss at Nyquist frequency. The trend indicates about
nine to ten times more power consumption in a lossy channel with respect to a chan-
nel with 20dB less loss at Nyquist frequency. The additional complexity required at
the transmitter and receiver equalizers to compensate for several dB of channel loss
explains this behavior.
Besides the equalization stage at the receiver side, other power-consumption dom-
inant block is the clock-data recovery (CDR) circuit. The CDR recovers the clock
and data from an amplifier usually followed by a continuous time linear equalizer
(CTLE). The clock from the CDR is traditionally used in decision feedback equaliz-
ers that further compensate for ISI. The data from the CDR is sent to the deserializer
that translates serial data on to parallel data.
1.2 Proposal
In this work, we are proposing circuit architectures that improve energy efficiency
without decreasing speed performance for the most power hungry circuits in high-
speed interfaces. For instance, the first frequency divider/prescaler seen by the high-
speed clock is usually one of the limiting circuits in speed- and energy-budgets. By the
4
Fig. 1.3: Trend in wireline transceivers energy efficiency versus channel loss measured
at Nyquist.
introduction of a new kind of logic operators in CMOS, called implication operators,
we implemented a new family of high-speed frequency dividers/prescalers with re-
duced footprint and power consumption. In order to understand the framework used
to design the new frequency dividers, chapter two introduces the implementation of
the implication logic in CMOS. Chapter three focuses on the presentation of the fam-
ily of new high-speed frequency dividers. Design and operation are described along
with the experimental measurement results that demonstrated further performance
improvement.
The transmitter circuitry is among the other limiting blocks in high-speed in-
terfaces. The last stage of the muxing block, the pre-emphasis filter and the driver
are commonly implemented with power-hungry circuit techniques to reach the desired
operation frequency resulting a power budget constraint. Chapter four describes alter-
natives for the power hungry transmitter circuitry where experimental results indicate
further energy-efficiency improvements compared to state-of-the-art transmitters.
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Chapter five describes a proposed single-phase flip-flop capable to operate at
3.3GHz clock rate in a pipelined operation. Measurement results indicate a power
savings over 40% when compared to the most common applied flip-flop in pipelined
operations. New circuit techniques have also been proposed for the circuitry at the
receiver side o wireline link. A new merged decision feedback equalizer and clock-data
recovery topology has been implemented. Results show that the proposed scheme is
energy-efficient when compared to reported work.
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2. IMPLICATION LOGIC IN CMOS
We are used to computers with processors designed with millions of gates and mem-
ory cells, mostly, as a consequence of the semiconductor industry keeping up with
Moore’s law and the concern with shrinking familiar devices to increase the number
(functionality) and speed by using the conventional switching logic framework. The
switching logic basis was proposed by Shannon seventy years ago [5], and since then
digital design has been using it. A quest for finding green devices has started consid-
ering that power density has become the barrier to continue further downscaling and
enhancing of silicon devices. Therefore, most of the research has focused on finding
new devices that can implement conventional switching logic.
In the 1950s, engineers started using transistors as devices to implement switching
logic operations. However, transistors were invented initially for signal amplification
in analog domain. As a result, the logic framework was proposed first, and later
an existent device was reused from different domain to implement switching logic.
Nowadays, new found devices have shown that new logic frameworks are required in
order to take advantage of their natural operation.
A hundred years ago, the first volume of Whitehead and Russell’s monumental
work Principia Mathematica was published [6]. The book presented how the truths
of math could be derived from logic operations. They described four fundamental
logic operations, three of them used 27 years later by Shannon [5], and a fourth logic
operation called material implication, A IMP B (also denoted as A → B), which reads
A implies B, and is equivalent to (NOT A) OR B. Russell and Whitehead empha-
sized the relevance of this logic operation by showing that only the IMP and NOT
operations are enough to form a computationally complete logic basis. Because of
the fact that Boolean logic operations, OR, AND, and NOT, form a computation-
ally complete logic basis and they can be easily implemented using switching devices,
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modern digital electronics have been founded on Boolean algebra, often referred to as
switching algebra. In addition, the great achievement in modern electronics seems to
indicate no need for extra logic functions. Consequently, the fourth fundamental logic
operator, material implication (A IMP B), has been ignored during last a few decades
and disappeared in many electronics textbooks (still plays an important role in logic
theory textbooks). Three years ago, a letter in the journal Nature, presented that
memristors can naturally execute the material implication operation, and inherently
provides logic-in-memory [7]. However, these devices were fabricated using two layers
of platinum-wire separated by an active layer of TiO2, requiring a different process
platform than current silicon process. Furthermore, reported speed performance was
considerably low.
Meanwhile the search for the green device goes on, an alternative is to reconsider
the logic framework using current devices instead of aiming changes in the device
and the architecture direction. This work proposes a new kind of logic framework
that can use existing charge-based devices more efficiently, or at least, extend current
logic framework such that we can increase functionality around the power dissipation
limits. This new logic framework uses different logic operations that can synthesize
logic and memory operations with a reduced number of devices. Consequently, a
given functionality would have less number of devices with greater energy efficiency.
In this research, we will show that CMOS circuits can also be used to perform
material implications, IMP and NIMP (negated IMP). They are unit gates, which
can extend or replace traditional Boolean logic operation. We present a different and
promising paradigm based on material implication logic and CMOS circuits. Based
on this new logic basis, we have demonstrated the faster, more compact and more
efficient logic-based divider-by-2/3 prescaler. This comes as a result of the stateful
logic nature of implication logic, and the opportunity that offers it to interpret digital
logic in a distinct manner.
The truth table for the basic material implication operation is indicated in Fig.
2.1, meaning that if A is true, then the output after the implication operation will
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be the value of B. The stateful nature of the implication operation, automatically
provides a stateful logic operation if the operation can incorporate a memory. In
general computing, logic and memory functions are required such that a logic variable
stored in memory can be reused as input to another logic function. If a device or
circuit is able to operate a logic gate and, a latch, it can provides a stateful logic
capability. In [7], memristors were employed to provide a stateful logic using an
unconventional framework using the material implication operation in a non-standard
technology. The mining of this stafeul logic characteristic, allows to demonstrate that
a new logic framework can be proposed.
2.1 Completeness of Implication Operators
In a two binary variables function, there are 22 possible arguments for each func-
tion. A set of functions is determined if we assign different values 1, or 0, to their
4 arguments. Therefore, 22
2
functions are possible. A set of logic functions is called
complete if and only if any possible logic function can be composed by a combination
of functions of the set. A set of logical functions is complete if every logical function
can be represented with members of the set. Post [8] points out the possibility of
generalizing the work of Whitehead and Russell in Principia Mathematica by using
other primitive functions instead of negation and disjunction. Post proved that a set
of functions is complete if and only if the set contains at least one of each of the
following types of functions:
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1. non-linear: f(x1, x2, ..., xn) cannot be expressed in the form (a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 +
... + anxn) where the an constants are either 0 or 1.
2. non-monotonic: There exist two states (x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂n), (x̃1, x̃2, ..., x̃n) such that
x̂1 ≤ x̃1, x̂2 ≤ x̃2, ..., x̂n ≤ x̃n, and f(x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂n) > f(x̃1, x̃2, ..., x̃n).
3. non-self dual: f(x̂1, x̂2, ..., x̂n) 6= f(x̃1, x̃2, ..., x̃n) for at least one state.
4. non-zero preserving: f(x1, x2, ..., xn) = 1 for x1, x2, ..., xn = 0.
5. non-unity preserving: f(x1, x2, ..., xn) = 0 for x1, x2, ..., xn = 1.
The functions NAND and NOR are functions that meet the previous properties
by themselves. Consequently, the functions NAND and NOR are the only complete
functions, called sometimes the universal logic primitives. That is, the NAND func-
tion can be used to compose every logical function, same thing we can do with the
NOR function. Using the previous properties is possible to prove that the follow-
ing set of pairs are complete: {→,⊥} (IMP,FALSE), {→,¬} (IMP, NOT), {9,¬}
(NIMP, NOT) , {9,>} (NIMP, TRUE), {→, 9} (IMP, NIMP), {9,↔} (NIMP,
XNOR), {→, =} (IMP, XOR), {∧,¬} (AND, NOT), and {∨,¬} (OR, NOT). In
fact, by showing that the NAND or the NOR operation are either members of each
of the previous nine two-function sets, it is possible to say that the sets are complete.
As a consequence, we can take any pair and develop a complete logic system with
their respective algebra or calculus propositional. Interestingly, the operation cells,
IMP and NIMP, are common in most of the pairs. For instance, we develop an axiom
system for the sets {→, 9}, {→,¬}, {→,⊥} in the next section.
2.2 Logic operations with implication cells
Implementing the IMP and NIMP→, 9 operations in such a way that they behave
as memory devices at the same time, enables them to recursively synthesize all the
logic operations, as shown in Table 2.3. Similarly, it can be shown for the sets
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Table 2.3. Logic operations with IMP and NIMP, (→, 9).
NOT A A → (A 9 A)
A OR B (A → (A 9 A)) → B
A NOR B (A → (A 9 A)) 9 B
A AND B A 9 (A 9 B)
A NAND B A → (A 9 B)
A XOR B (A → B) → (B 9 A)
A XNOR B (A → B) 9 (B 9 A)
→, 0 and →,¬ as presented in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 respectively. Assuming that
exist different structures in CMOS that can perform the material implication and
at the same time they behave as a memory devices, the question is how many of
these structures1 are required to compute the Boolean functions, and how they are
interconnected.
Definition 1 Let M = {m1, m2, ...,mn} be a set of memMOS. Each memMOS can
perform the FALSE operation, set a 0, and the material implication operation. If for
any Boolean function B exists a sequence of minimum number of memMOS such that
mn computes B, we can claim that the set of n memMOS is the smallest number of
m functionally complete or universal.
Theorem 1 M = {m1, m2, m3} is universal.
Proof One way to prove this is looking for a sequence of computations that can
perform a NAND operation using just three memMOS. Let perform the operation
¬(A ∧ B) (A NAND B) setting the value of A in m1, the value of B in m2, and the
result s in m3. Executing the following sequence results in the operation NAND:
m3 = 0, m2 → m3, m1 → m3
the three steps sequence is indicated in table 2.6, where final result in m3 (s′′ is
the result of A NAND B.
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Table 2.4. Logic operations with IMP and FALSE, (→, 0).
NOT A A → 0
A OR B (A → 0) → B
A NOR B ((A → 0) → B) → 0
A AND B (A → (B → 0)) → 0
A NAND B A → (B → 0)
A XOR B (A → B) → ((B → A) → 0)
A XNOR B ((A → B) → ((B → A) → 0)) → 0
Table 2.5. Logic operations with IMP and NOT, (→,¬).
NOT A ¬A
A OR B (¬A) → B
A NOR B ¬((¬A) → B)
A AND B ¬(A → (¬B))
A NAND B A → (¬B)
A XOR B (A → B) → (¬(B → A))
A XNOR B ¬((A → B) → (¬(B → A)))
A different way to prove is showing that exists sequences using M = {m1, m2, m3}
such that the logic operations OR , NOT, and AND can be performed:
Proof Let set the value of A in m1 and B in m2 and be m3 a memMOS working
as temporal latch. Then the logic operations can be performed using the following
sequences:
i. m3 = 0, m1 → m3, m3 → m2. Operation A ∨ B with output stored in m2 or
m2 = (A → 0) → B.
ii. m3 = 0, m1 → m3. Operation NOT (¬A) or m3 = A → 0.
iii. m3 = 0, m2 → m3, m1 → m3, m2 = 0, m3 → m2. Operation A∧B or m2 = (A →
(B → 0)) → 0.
1From now we will called those structures: memMOS.
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Table 2.6. Function NAND performed as a sequence with three memMOS.
m3 = 0 m2 → m3 m1 → m3
s B s s′ A s′ s′′
0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Besides completeness of implication operators, another measure that indicates
their promising applicability to improve logic functions is the number of gates needed
to express all binary operators, called expressiveness. In [9], a method to measure the
expressiveness was applied to a set of different minimal-universal libraries. Results
showed that the set (IMP, NIMP) outperform over the functions NAND, NOR and
the set of different universal pairs. Considering that the (IMP, NIMP) functions are
more expressive, make them interesting operators for logic synthesis.
2.3 Basic axioms
Propositional logic was a hot subject in the first two decades of the 1900s. A large
number of mathematicians and logicians were looking for a minimal axiom set that
defines an universal formal system capable to derive the whole true propositions [10].
Lucasiewicz in 1917 formulates an axiomatic system with the following three axioms
[11]:
i. A → (B → A)
ii. (A → (B → C)) → ((A → B) → (A → C))
iii. (Ā → B̄) → ((C̄ → B) → C)
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where the operation → can be read as logically implies. With these three axioms
based on the set →,¬ is possible to derive a infinite number of axioms. A set of other
useful axioms that can be applied to simplify circuits based on implication logic are
the following:
i. (Ā → B̄) → (B → A)
ii. A → A
iii. (Ā → A) → A
iv. (A → B) → A ≡ A
v. B → C, C → D ` B → D
vi. (A → B) → ((B → C) → (A → C))
vii. (A → (B → C)) ≡ (B → (A → C))
viii. A 9 0 ≡ B
ix. (A 9 B) → A ≡ A
x. B 9 (A 9 B) ≡ B
xi. 1 → A ≡ A
xii. 1 9 A ≡ Ā
xiii. A → (B → Ā) ≡ B → Ā
xiv. (A 9 B) 9 B ≡ A → B
xv. A → B̄ ≡ B → Ā
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2.4 Implication cells in CMOS
The previous section presented a new complete approach using the material im-
plication functions to synthesize Boolean operations. This section focus on the im-
plementation of the implication functions in CMOS, IMP and NIMP. Initially, IMP
and NIMP implemented without memory and working as a static CMOS gates are
presented. Next, Implication operations that include memory are presented and their
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Fig. 2.1: (a) IMP cell (b) NIMP cell.
In order to see how the implication operation can be included in fully combinatorial
logic, static cells are implemented in CMOS. A reduced IMP function is implemented
in Fig. 2.1a. The IMP cells consists of a CMOS pair with one of the inputs connected
to the source of the nMOS transistor. A limitation of this configuration is the weak
high logic value at the output when both inputs are high and the previous value was
the logic value zero. However, the configuration achieves comparable energy efficiency
to a CMOS inverter considering that both transistors are operating in saturation in
a short period of time when both inputs are transitioning values. Simulation results
for different input patterns are shown in Fig. 2.2, where the output has been colored
with different red tones. The dark-red tone indicates that the nMOS transistor is
operating in saturation. The red and the light-red colors indicate that the nMOS



















































VA VB Mn−sat Mn−tri Mn−off
Fig. 2.2: Simulated waveforms of the IMP cell for different input patterns.
The static NIMP cell at transistor level is presented in Fig. 2.1b. Like the IMP
cell, for a combination of the inputs, the output has a weak value. When the both
inputs are zero logic, and the previous output was the high value logic, the low value
output does not reach the ground level instead the value reaches |VTP |. Similarly, the
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static current is reduced since both transistors operate in saturation at shorter time




















Fig. 2.3: (a) IMP cell (b) NIMP.
2.5 IMP and NIMP Cells with memory
The traditional digital wisdom is to use a pair of transistors as an inverter, or
combine a pair with a resistor to obtain a switching logic circuit as it was proposed
by Shannon. For instance, circuit designers have been using the equivalent NAND
architecture as Shannon described it by using relays and Boolean logic. Fig. 2.5
shows different circuit techniques used to replicate the operation NAND using CMOS
transistors. Figure 2.5(a) presents the initial NAND idea presented by Shannon using
relays. Notice the different equivalent circuits used in current VLSI circuits using
static and dynamic gates shown in 2.5. Each circuit family has your advantages and
disadvantages but all of them are implemented using the original switching concept.
A latch that can execute the implication operation between its input and output
can synthesize Boolean logic operations. As it was described in the logic framework,
recursive logic gates can be synthesized with implication operators that have the
ability to store a variable. For instance, Fig. 2.6 shows a flip-flop with the capacity















































VA VB Mn−sat Mn−tri Mn−off
Fig. 2.4: Simulated waveforms of the NIMP cell for different input patterns.
a variable A at the input of the flip-flop, will output at the first clock-edge A → 0,
which is equivalent to A. At the second clock-edge, the output of the flip will be the
operation B → A, which is equivalent to A NAND B. As a result, the output of the

































































Fig. 2.5: NAND implementation in different CMOS families. (a) Switching logic
concept for NAND from Shannon. (b) CMOS static. (c) Pseudo-nMOS and pseudo-
pMOS. (d) Differential Cascode Voltage Switch Logic, DCVSL. (e) DCVS with pass
transistors. (f) Dynamic logic.
it, it can be interpreted as one operand of IMP. The result of the operation IMP
will be stored at the output of the flip-flop. This configuration allows to execute the
operation NAND in two clock cycles and have their result in a memory device without
having logic+memory penalties at the interconnection.
Figure 2.7 shows an AND pipelined operation using a NIMP + flip-flop cell. The
within NIMP operation at the first clock-edge executes A 9 0, which is equivalent
to A. At the second clock-edge the operation B 9 A is evaluated and stored. At
the third clock-edge B 9 (B 9 A) is executed and its result is equivalent to A
AND B. This cell configuration synthesizes the AND operation in three clock cycles.
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Fig. 2.6: (a) IMP + memory pipeline operation.
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Fig. 2.7: (a) NIMP + memory pipeline operation.
2.5.1 Polymorphic NIMP and IMP Cells
We focus on the execution of material implication operation in simplest CMOS
circuits. Considering the property of each memMOS to work as a memory device
or latch, and the goal of finding the simplest circuit able to mimic the material
implication operation, TSPC flip-flops [12] are used to implement the memory device
and the implication operation. Fig. 2.8 shows a TSPC flip-flop where its output
is overlineQ, the negated input after one cycle. This operation can be seen as a
NOT device with memory. Recalling the logic framework, if we can implement the
IMP or the NIMP operation with a similar circuit, we Will be able to perform all
Boolean operations with those circuits. Moreover, if we will be able to implement
both operations with just one circuit and have control to decide which operation to


























  D   X   Y
-
   Y   Q
0    0   1   0    0    1
0    1   0   0    0    1
1    0   1    1    0    1
1    1   0    1    1    0X
X = NOT D
Y
Y = Y NIMP X
Q = NOT Y
Q
D
Q = Y IMP X
Fig. 2.9: TSPC flip-flop with polymorphic operation.
A flip-flop that can perform the IMP is described in Fig. 2.9. If the clock offset
is shifted up, the circuit works as a memory and IMP cell. It operates the function
D → Q storing the output at Q node. This operation is equivalent to D NAND Q. If
the clock voltage is not shifted, the flip-flop works as data inverter and memory cell.
Fig. 2.9 presents a true table with the different values at the internal nodes where Q−
and Y − are the previous values of Q and Y. Notice that between nodes X and Y, the
function NIMP is performed. This behavior will be used to describe the frequency
prescalers presented in next chapter.
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3. FREQUENCY PRESCALERS USING IMPLICATION
LOGIC
Clock generation synthesis consumes significant power in wireless and high-speed wire-
line applications. Power dissipation in PLL strongly depends on VCO and frequency
dividers due to the number of devices switching at high frequencies. High-speed se-
rializers are mostly limited in power and maximum data rate operation by the first
frequency divider seen by the output mux. In a power saving strategy, the first fre-
quency prescaler which sees the VCO output frequency is a key building block to be
considered to decrease overall power.
A widely used Common Mode Logic (CML) divider topology is based on differ-
ential amplifiers like the one shown in figure 4.2. Using this approach fixed-division-
ratio prescaler have achieved maximum operating frequencies up to 90GHz [1], at
the expense of complementary clock phases generation and power dissipation. CML
dividers require a higher number of stacked devices and a constant DC bias current
which demands a considerable power consumption. Moreover, CML circuits require
complementary clock phases making them vulnerable to skew and overlapping prob-
lems.
The constant scaling and thereby improvement of the intrinsic speed in CMOS de-
vices, makes it possible to use true-single-clock-phase (TSPC) logic gates as a succes-
sor to CML in relative high-speed applications. However, TSPC-based dividers have
been limited to applications below 20GHz due to the number of devices connected at
high-speed nodes. In this paper, we have demonstrated a simplified divider-by-2/3 op-
erating at 50GHz. We propose a new dual-modulus prescaler scheme using extended-
TSPC [13] logic with a reduced number of transistors allowing high-frequency divi-
sion. Compared to conventional TSPC and ETSPC prescaler schemes, the proposed





Fig. 3.1: CML static frequency divider.
frequency operation. The advantage of our approach becomes most apparent when
compared to the work in [3], which we improved with a minimalist divider-by-2/3
prescaler. Following this introduction, section II provides a survey and analysis of
frequency prescaler techniques. Section III presents the new prescaler along with
section IV describing the obtained results.
3.1 High-speed frequency prescalers
Frequency plans in high-speed multi-standard transceivers requires highly-programmable
frequency divider-ratio in their frequency synthesizers to perform adequate band
tuning. Consequently, dividers at the first stage of the prescaler require to have
a dual-modulus ratio. First stage divider is a challenging block considering the high-
frequency operation and thereby the elevated power consumption required.
Traditional high-speed frequency dividers operating above the upper-half centimeter-
wave band, are based on CML circuits and injection-locked topologies [1,14–16]. Con-
ventional CML-based dividers use a CML DFF (D-Flip-Flop) with a feedback path,
as the one presented in Fig. 4.2. In order to reduce rise and fall times, tuned in-
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Fig. 3.2: Injection-locked frequency divider-by-2 in [1].
ductors are used to enhance the maximum input frequency. However, CML latches
exhibit a larger node capacitances and high headroom demanding more power. Mul-
tiple techniques have been employed to reduce power consumption, such as, resonant
tank loads [14], and capacitive-bridged shunt peaking technique [15], Fig. 4.2. Re-
cently, more power efficient dividers using injection locking techniques have been
reported [1, 16], as the one shown in Fig. 3.2. Nevertheless, division factors different
than 2 are limited, and power consumption is in the range of few mWs which still
prohibitive in the lower-half of the centimeter-wave band.
A common approach to implement frequency dividers in the first half of the
centimeter-wave band, is to use TSPC logic structures [2,3], whereby a single clock is
required to drive the logic. Thus, there is not need for a differential clock generation
as in CML, and skew/overlapping issues do not take place. TSPC cells use three tran-
sistors in each branch, as shown in Fig. 3.3, while ETSPC cells use two transistors
for branch, Fig. 3.4. Consequently, ETSPC cells reduce the number of transistors
driven by the clock, requiring reduced-size transistors for the clock drivers and for
some internal nodes of the DFFs. Intuitively, one can conclude that ETSPC cells
operate at higher frequencies than TSPC cells due to the reduced load capacitance.
However, ETSPC cells have a time period where a direct current-path exists between
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rails. Therefore, one also intuitively says that ETSPC cells are more power hungry
than TSPCs. On the other hand, switching power dissipation (Pw) is a key factor








where n is the number of switching nodes, fi is the effective switching frequency of
node i, CLi is the load capacitance at the output node of each ith-stage, and VDD
the supply voltage. Therefore, considering the reduced load capacitance in ETSPC
cells, and the reduced number of stacked transistors that allows lower voltage supply,
there is not consistent statement to conclude in a general manner that ETSPC-based
prescalers consume more power than TSPC-based ones. It is not a fair to compare
TSPC and ETSPC cells at the same frequency [2, 17] and/or same voltage [3], con-
sidering that at higher frequencies the switching power increases linearly, leaving the
TSPC in disadvantage; and at low frequencies the static power increases over the
switching power for the ETSPC case. Moreover, ETSPC cells can have reduced volt-
age supply considering the reduced number of transistors stacked. A more conclusive
approach to compare the cells is to use the power-efficiency in mW/GHz taking in
consideration minimum voltage supply. In summary, applications aiming the upper
centimeter-wave upper band and the mm-wave band using high-ft CMOS devices,
should consider ETSPC as a promising technique to implement low power frequency
dividers. Applications aiming frequencies below the half centimeter-wave band with
high-ft devices, should explore the use of TSPC cells for low power.
A key point to achieve high-frequency operation in TSPC and ETSPC cells is
to reduce the capacitance loads in the critical path. Different techniques have been
proposed to include the logic gates within the flip-flops in order to reduce the number
of stages in cascade and therefore, reducing the path delay. However by doing this,
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1    1       0
A   B   A IMP B
0    0      1
0    1      1 
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a1
Fig. 3.3: Divider-by-2/3 prescaler proposed in [2].
A novel divider-by-2/3 with ETSPC cells is presented in [3], which achieved the
highest input frequency reported in TSPC-based prescalers. Authors in [3] present
a clever idea which includes the OR and AND gates in the same branch, Fig. 3.4.
However an inverter between the flip-flops adds a stage to the logic chain, limiting
the maximum frequency. Additionally, in divider-by-2 mode (MC=0), the last two
branches of DFF2 still switching, as indicated in figure 3.5 which burns power un-
necessarily. This is the reason to the greater consumption reported in ETSPC-based
compared to the ratioed-TSPC-based prescaler.
In [2] is presented a divider-by-2/3, Fig. 3.3, which uses TSPC cells. The max-
imum input frequency achieved is 8GHz in a 0.13µm process node. Although there
is not additional inverter or logic gate between the flip-flops, the logic operation is
realized in the critical path. Transistors Mc1 and Ma1 load the node b1, reducing
the maximum frequency achievable. Besides using three transistors for branch, the
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Fig. 3.4: Divider-by-2/3 prescaler proposed in [3].
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Fig. 3.5: Divider-by-2 operation in [3] prescaler.
added stacked transistors Mc1 and Ma1 to the node b1, force to increase the size of
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Fig. 3.6: (a) Conventional frequency divider-by-2/3. (b) Frequency divider-by-2/3
using NIMP operation.
3.2 Compact frequency prescalers using implication operators
The operations NAND, NOR, OR, AND and NOT, have been used so far as the
key gates to synthesize most of the digital logic in CMOS. However IMP and NIMP
operators, can provide a shortcut function to optimize certain logic operations at cir-
cuit level. We present a dual-modulus divide-by-2/3 shown in gate level at Figure 3.8a
as an example. This is an appropriate example considering it involves combinatorial
and sequential operators. This circuit is commonly used in frequency synthesizers
where speed performance and power consumption are key features. The conventional
wisdom is to synthesize the circuit using the traditional switching logic concepts pro-
posed by Shannon. For instance, recently published prescalers have proposed to add
the AND and OR logic gates within the flip-flops to reduce the number of stages in
cascade, reducing the path delay [17]. However, in this approach, parasitic capac-
itances at internal nodes increase, requiring greater current driving capability and
consequently more power consumption and slower speed.
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Table 3.1. NIMP operation explained.
A B ACK=0 ACK=1 ACK=1+ ACK=0+
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3.7: (a) Measured output in divide-by-3 operation mode. (b) Microphotograph
of divider-by-2/3.(c) Measurement setup for divide-by-2/3 prescaler.
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3.3 Using polymorphism on Flip-Flops
The logic gate that includes AND and OR can by replaced by a dynamic NIMP
to provide the same functionality. The NIMP operation is achieved by shifting the
DC level of the clock signal connected to the flip-flop shown in Figure 3.8b. By doing
this, the operation performed at node A is (A → B) → 0, which is the same as
A NIMP B. The complete performed operation within the flip-flop is explained in
Table 3.1, where 0+ and 1+ indicate the new logic values with the clock level shifted
up. As a result, the final operation is (A → (D → 0) → 0, where B is D → 0. This
operation is equivalent to A AND D, which is the required function to have the circuit
operating in divide-by-3 mode. The divide-by-2 operation mode is performed by the
using the normal clock DC level, where the circuit operates as a flip-flop connected
in feedback mode. Consequently, a divider-by-2/3 is designed using just one flip-flop
by considering the NIMP and NOT operations without requiring extra logic gates.
Experimental results indicate a 2.5 folds of speed improvement and a 4 folds of
power reduction compared to the traditional AND and OR based frequency dividers
presented in [17]. The measured output of the frequency prescaler in divide-by-3
operation mode, is presented in Fig. 3.7(a) given an input frequency of 12.3GHz.
The prescaler is implemented in 0.13µm 1.2V CMOS technology [18]. Figure 3.7(b)
shows a chip microphotograph. A photo of the measurement setup is presented in
Fig. 3.7(c).
3.4 Using Flip-Flop+IMP and Flip-Flop+NIMP cells
Alternatively, using implication logic concept, it is possible to design the prescaler
in an optimized manner. Figure 3.8 presents the dual-modulus prescaler implemented
using the logic cells NIMP and IMP without requiring extra logic gates. As a re-
sult of the reduced complexity, low-power and high speed performance is achieved.
Experimental results indicate an speed improvement of 75% and reduced power of












































Fig. 3.8: Divider-by-2/3 frequency prescaler implemented with NIMP and IMP
operations.
output of the frequency prescaler in divide-by-3 operation mode (MC=1), is presented
in Figure 3.9 given an input frequency of 12.3GHz. The prescaler is implemented in
0.13µm 1.3V CMOS technology [19].
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Fig. 3.9: Measured output in divide-by-3 operation mode.
3.5 Using Flip-Flop+IMP and Flip-Flop+NIMP cells with two transis-
tors per branch
Figure 3.11 shows the proposed divide-by-2/3 FP, which removes logic gates in
the critical path and turns-off the non-used branches, allowing a higher frequency
operation with decreased power consumption. A block diagram of the proposed con-
cept is shown in Fig. 3.10. In divide-by-3 mode, MC=1, the DFF2 output goes to
a lower voltage level than VDD, making M4s Vt lower. With a reduced Vt, M4 is
stronger than the NMOS M3 in the ratioed logic. Consequently, b1 node is forced to
high-level which makes DFF1 to hold for another cycle. A timing diagram describing
the operation in divide-by-3 mode is shown in Fig. 3.12. The DFF2 output for the
low-level is adjusted to a higher voltage in order to avoid M4s source-body junction
of going fully forward-biased. This reduces the required driving capability at the out-
put of DFF2, resulting in smaller transistor-size which relieves load capacitance and
thereby, power consumption. In divide-by-2 mode, the output of DFF2 goes toVDD,
making DFF1 connection as a regular Mobius counter-by-2.
Using negative-edge DFFs instead of positive-edge ones decreases the load capaci-
tance driven by the clock. In the case of positive-edge DFFs as in [3,19], Fig. 3.3, the














































Fig. 3.11: Proposed two flip-flops (2FFs) dual-modulus prescaler.
Fig. 3.11, the clock is driving four gates of NMOS transistors. Therefore, the load
capacitance to the clock is lower in the NMOS case considering that NMOS transis-
tors are smaller for a given load, resulting in a power consumption reduction and a
lower path delay. Moreover, the negative-edge DFF exhibits the characteristic that
the branches are not switching if the first branch is disabled.
Instead of using the conventional logic concept, we rely on a new logic concept that
allows us to minimize the number of elements in the critical path of the divider. The
compact design is the result of using the implication logic concept [18]. In place of
using the basic logic cells AND and OR to operate the selection mode, the DFF1 and
DFF2 intrinsically execute the operations material implication IMP and its inverted



























Fig. 3.13: Prescaler in divide-by-2 operation mode (MC=0).
also shown in Fig. 3.3. A latch or flip-flop that can execute the implication operation
between its input and output would be able to synthesize Boolean logic operations.
Recursive logic gates can be synthesized with implication operators that have the
ability to store a variable. For instance, the FP in Fig. 3.11 shows that the DFF1
has the capacity to execute the IMP operation by replacing the OR operation in the
classical divider-by-3. Considering the inputs of DFF1 as the gate of M2 and the
body terminal of M4, and checking each combination of the inputs with the truth















Conventional logic level of div-by-3
L1 L2








Implication-logic level of div-by-3
Fig. 3.14: Two latches dual-modulus prescaler using implication logic and IMP
NIMP truth tables.
3.5.1 Proposed Two-Latches Prescaler
A simplified prescaler is shown in Fig. 3.14. In divide-by-2 mode, the FF is
connected as a Mobius counter. The FF can be seen as two-latches, where the first
latch is high-level active and the second latch is low-level active. By placing an OR
gate between the two-latches, the circuit is setup as a divider-by-3. The operation
OR is substituted by the operation IMP, where the second latch executes the IMP
operation between the input and the output if the offset-level of the clock signal is
shifted down. In other words, the operation performed at node B is (A IMP 0) IMP
B, which is the same as A OR B. The complete performed operation is explained in
Table 3.2, where 0- and 1- indicate the new logic values with the clock level shifted
down. As a result, by shifting down the clock level, the circuit goes from divide-by-2 to
divide-by-3 mode. This configurable behavior can leverage an automatic adjustment
of closely spaced ratios.
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Table 3.2. Result in node B for lower DC levels at CK.
A B ACK=0 ACK=1 ACK=1− ACK=0−
0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0













Fig. 3.15: Chip micrograph and layout details of the 2FFs prescaler.
3.6 Measurement Results
The dual-modulus prescalers were fabricated using 0.13µm CMOS and have an




















Fig. 3.16: Block diagram of the test setup.
Table 3.3. Performance comparison.
Design Tech. Divisor fmin/fmax Efficiency
[GHz] [GHz/mW]
CML dynamic [20] 65nm 4 20/70 10.86
IL [1] 65nm 2 79/81.6 30.3
TSPC-based [2] 0.13µm 2/3 8GHz 6.8
TSPC-based [19] 0.13µm 2/3 5/14.1 11.66
TSPC-ratioed [3] 65nm 2/3 6.2/16GHz 35.71!
ETSPC [3] 65nm 2/3 8/18GHz 28.5
This work-IMP2FF 0.13µm 2/3 5.8/16.5 36.26
This work-IMP2L 0.13µm 2/3 6/17.1 36.3
! Measured in divide-by-2 mode.
based one. Figure 3.15 shows a micrograph of the test chip. The test setup is shown
in Fig. 3.16. Notice that voltage supplies of the prescaler and output driver are
separated to measure independently the power consumption. However, the power
consumption of the first buffer seen by the output of the prescalers, is included in the
reported consumption. For testing the two-latches prescaler, a bias tee was used at
the input in order to shift the offset-level of the clock signal. Table 4.2 summarizes
and compares the performance of the state-of-the-art FPs. The measured power
consumption of the 2FF prescaler in divide-by-3 mode is 455µW from a 1.2V supply
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at fmax of 16.5GHz, which is relatively larger than divide-by-2 mode, 339µW. The
two-latches prescaler consumes only 471µW from a 1.2V supply at fmax of 17.1GHz
in divide-by-2. In divide-by-3 mode, the consumption is 444µW.
Figure 3.17 shows the output waveforms measured with a sampling scope (Agilent
86100A) at fmax for the two-FFs FPs in the left-plots, and for the two-latches FPs
in the right-plots. In Fig. 3.18, the mean measured input power level sensitivity
plots for the 2FFs and two-latches (1FF) FPs are presented. The locking range at
an input power of 12dBm is from 6GHz to 17.1GHz with a 1.2V supply for the
two latches case. Figure 3.18 indicates an operation of 6GHz with a 0.55V supply
voltage. Out of four measured chips, all are fully functional with variations of fmax
in a range below 200MHz for different supply voltages and worst-case temperature.
These results indicate the feasibility of using the FP in a wide frequency range with
a low voltage supply settled to the required fmax to decrease power consumption.
Figure 3.19 shows the measured phase noise at the input (top-curve) for a 17.1GHz
input. The middlemost-curve is the measured phase noise at the output in divide-
by-2 mode. The phase noise in divide-by-2 mode is 6dB lower (up to 1MHz offset)
than the input, as theoretically expected from a division-by-2. A similar result is
obtained from the output phase noise in divide-by-3 mode (bottom-curve), which is
9dB lower compared to the input. The results indicate that the FPs introduce a
negligible degradation. Measured spectrum plots at the output of the prescalers are





Fig. 3.17: Measured output waveforms in div.-by-2 mode (upper) and div.-by-3





















































































Fig. 3.19: Measured phase noise at the input (top curve), at the output in divide-by-2
mode (middlemost curve) and -3 operation mode (bottom curve).
Fig. 3.20: Measured spectrum output in divide-by-2 mode (top plots), and in divide-
by-3 mode (bottom plots) at 16.5GHz input for the 2FF prescaler.
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Fig. 3.21: Measured spectrum output in divide-by-2 mode (top plots), and in divide-
by-3 mode (bottom plots) at 17.1GHz input for the two-latches prescaler.
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4. WIRELINE TRANSMITTER
The accelerated bandwidth requirement for high-speed interconnections in mobile and
server applications, demands improved link power efficiency and increased serial data
rates at lower cost. In a serial link transceiver, the multiplexer (MUX) plays a key
role in the maximum achievable data rate and constitutes a significant portion of the
overall power consumption. The tree topology is the most popular MUX architec-
ture due to its ability to operate at high speeds. Although 4:1 MUX tree topology,
Fig. 4.1(a), might require a higher number of gates at the datapath compared to
a single-stage MUX, as the shown in Fig. 4.1(b), single-stage multiplexers have a
large parasitic loading at the output node and require multi-phase clock generators
degrading the speed and power efficiency performance.
Conventional high-speed MUX operating at +10Gb/s are implemented using cur-
rent mode logic (CML) [21,22]. A differential CML flip-flop (FF) is capable of faster
operation compared to other CMOS logic in a given technology node. CML is faster
due to its current-steering operation in small signal domain. However, the power
consumption is determined by the sum of the two saturation drain-currents in the
differential pair. Moreover, a relatively large supply voltage is required in order to
have sufficient source-drain voltage to guarantee operation in the saturation region
for each transistor. In contrast to CML, CMOS logic power consumption depends
on the operation frequency and is usually lower than CML, even at high speeds.
Recently, CML has been adopted in the output stage to achieve high throughput,
and CMOS static logic is now employed in aggressive manner at the medium and
low-speed stages [21,23].
This work presents a new scheme for high-speed MUX using CMOS-based logic.
We have demonstrated a low-area 4:1 MUX operating at 40Gb/s based on true-single-






























Fig. 4.2: CML-based 2:1 multiplexer.
achieved in 45nm SOI CMOS technology. Low power consumption is obtained by
the use of TSPC circuits in the reduced-speed stages, and extended-TSPC (ETSPC)
circuits in the output stage. Clock distribution is minimized by using FFs with single-
phase clock operation, thus power consumption is decreased considerably in the high-
speed stages. Furthermore, we propose a MUX-FF-Latch (MFFL) combination based
on ETSPC logic capable of re-timing, time shifting and selection functions like the
FFs, latch and MUX in the conventional tree scheme. As a result, a reduced number
of gates enables low-power operation at +20Gb/s.
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4.1 4:1 Multiplexer Design
Conventional tree topology uses FFs to re-time the data streams in order to align
input data with the clock signal. In addition, input data at the 2:1 MUX must be
offset in half clock period by placing a latch to avoid simultaneous transition of the
MUX inputs. The employment of CML is the common approach to design high-speed
2:1 MUX and latches, considering that data rates of static CMOS FFs are limited by
the toggle frequency. However, using TSPC logic-style, data rates can be improved
significantly. Figure 4.4 shows the tree topology employed in the 4:1 MUX design.,
denoting the TSPC usage in the front blocks. Recently, TSPC FFs have been used
in high-speed prescalers with high power efficiency [18,19].
One key advantage of using TSPC logic-based is the not need for a differential clock
generation as in CML, therefore, skew/overlapping effects do not take place which
reduces jitter introduced in the output data. Additionally, clock path distribution
is reduced which eliminates the need for extra high-speed clock buffers. The 2:1
MUX at the output, uses ETSPC logic considering the reduced load in ETSPC cells
and consequently faster operation. TSPC circuits are used in the low-speed stages
where the clock sinks are driven by half frequency of the clock source, as indicated in
Fig. 4.3. To describe operation of the topology used (Fig. 4.3(a)), a timing chart is
shown in figure 4.4. An exploded view of the architecture is presented in Fig. 4.3(b),
indicating the signal nodes used in the timing diagram of Fig. 4.4.
4.1.1 ETSPC 2:1 MUX
The proposed high throughput 2:1 MUX is presented in Fig. 4.5. The MUX uses
a positive-edge FF and a latch transparent in high-level (MUX-FFL), implemented
with ETSPC logic-style. While the latch is in the evaluation phase, the FF is in the
holding phase, and vice versa.
Despite the fact that ETSPC is a ratioed logic, transistors are sized such that
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Fig. 4.5: A combination of FF, latch and 2:1 multiplexer proposed using ETSPC
logic-style.
switching level. As a result, an energy efficient operation is achieved. In the latch
configuration, M8 is stronger than M7, and M10 is stronger than M9. Here, when
CK is low, the output of L1 in high impedance, and the a2 node holds the inverted
level of D1. When CK goes high, M9-M10 evaluates the value at a2 node. At this
time, if a2 is high-level, M10 turns off and the output goes low. If a2 is low-level,
M10 turns on dominating over M9 and the output goes high.
This configuration is able to perform re-timing, timing shift and selection functions
at the same time. In contrast, a traditional 2:1 MUX realizes the functions separately,
where two FFs, a latch and selector are required.
4.1.2 TSPC 2:1 MUX
At lower frequency operation, TSPC cells are more energy efficient than ETSPC



















































Fig. 4.6: A combination of FF, latch and 2:1 multiplexer proposed using TSPC.
the possibility of misalignment of the input data-source, two FFs are used to align
the data to the clock signal. Figure 4.6 depicts the configuration and transistor-level
schematic of the MUX, FFs, and latch combination (MUX-2FFL). Similar to the
MUX-FFL, the FFs are triggered at the positive edge and the latch is transparent
in high-level. Despite the higher number of stacked transistors and as a consequence
higher load capacitances, there is a reduced racing between the PMOS transistor
connected to VDD and the NMOS butted to ground [13].
4.2 Pseudorandom binary sequences generator
Reliable testing at high speed data rates require pseudorandom binary sequences
(PRBS). Performance of high data rate must be evaluated under stressing signals
that accumulate a long series of high/low digital logic values. However, the high cost
of high data rate commercial PRBS generators can be impractical if multiple input




































Fig. 4.7: Traditional 27 − 1 PRBS generator using LFSR and phase-shifting logic.
impact the overall chip area which translates to a higher silicon cost. Therefore, a
build-in low area PRBS generator is preferred. Although, the power consumption of
the PRBS generator might not be relevant during normal link operation, it might
be appropriated to have low power dissipation in case the link application require
self-testing and auto-calibration modes.
Prior art of PRBS generators use extensively linear feedback shift registers (LFSR)
due to the straightforward implementation [24]. LFSR-based PRBS generators re-
quire large number of gates with large fanouts that impact in the maximum achievable
speed. In addition, if multiplexing techniques are used to increase the output data
rate, additional phase shifting techniques are required, which results in an increased
complexity and power dissipation [25]. Figure 4.7 shows a conventional LFSR-based
PRBS generator with a phase shifting logic block to produce further multiplexing.
An alternative to LFSR-based generators is to employ parallel PRBS generation,
that uses a reduced number of gates leading to a higher achievable frequency op-
eration [25, 26]. Moreover, parallel PRBS generators are suitable to further output
multiplexing since their outputs are intrinsically shifted. In [25], Laskin et. al report


















































Fig. 4.8: Proposed PRBS parallel generator using high-speed ETSPC flops.
CML latches impact the power budget since they are power hungry circuits. In this
work, a parallel PRBS generator capable of achieving 10Gb/s data rate before output
multiplexing is presented. Instead of using CML latches, ETSPC latches are em-
ployed. Exploiting the high-efficiency characteristic of ETSPC latches, low area and
low power PRBS generators are implemented. One generator with a 27 − 1 length
sequence and the other one with 231 − 1 length sequence, Fig. 4.8. Two PRBS gen-
erators using static flip-flops were also implemented for comparison purposes. Figure
4.14 shows the layout of the 27− 1 proposed PRBS generator which occupies an area
of 80µm2. The PRBS generator design is suitable for a standard-cell flow. The layout
was fully placed and routed using a commercial flow which generates a more compact
placement.
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Fig. 4.9: Fully placed and routed 27 − 1 proposed PRBS generator.
Alike the PRBS generator, it is also desirable to have a build-in PRBS checker
to measure the link performance. Figure 4.10 shows the proposed PRBS scheme
which does not require a synchronization circuit. The floating XOR and DFF gates
in the figure represent the mirrored PRBS generator placed at the receiver side. The
proposed self-synchronized PRBS checker includes an error counter at its output to
easily read the bit error rate. The output of the counter can be stored in one of two
SPI registers without additional circuit complexity.
4.3 Simulation results
The full-rate 4:1 MUX implemented is shown in Fig. 4.11(a) with the re-timer FF
and the divider-by-2 shown in Figs. 4.11(b) and 4.11(c) respectively. Pos-layout sim-
ulations performed in spectre-rf with nominal corner models, demonstrates operation
at 40Gb/s. Monte-Carlo simulations across temperature up to 100◦C indicated that
the sizing of transistors is adequate to severe PVT variations. Slow-slow (SS) corner












Fig. 4.10: Proposed PRBS checker scheme.
PRBS at the input were used in simulations with a clock source at 40GHz. Figure 4.12
shows the maximum input data rate obtained in the worst-case, and the respective
power consumption as functions of the supply voltage. Given that ETSPC employs
two stacked transistors between supply rails, its is possible to operate at low voltage
for different input data rates. Consequently, power consumption can be decreased for
lower data rates enabling power managing features at different speeds. For instance,
at 24Gb/s the voltage supply can be as low as 0.7V with a power consumption of
303µW.
As comparison scale, the performance of reported 2:1 multiplexers are compared in
Table 4.2. High-speed data rates (DR) are achieved with CML using inductive peak-
ing technique [22,27,28]. However, inductor footprints increase the area significantly














































































































Input Data Rate [Gb/s]
Power Consumption [µW]
Fig. 4.12: Sensitivity of input data rate and power consumption to supply voltage.
is larger than 2mW/Gb/s. Hitachi reported in [23], a complete transceiver in 65nm
CMOS with low power consumption. Although the energy efficiency reported in [23]
(0.2mW) does not include the divider and re-timing circuit, the result highlights an
energy-efficient performance. In 2011, Hitachi presented a 25Gb/s transceiver [21].









Fig. 4.13: Power consumption breakout out of 860µW at 40Gb/s of the 4:1 MUX
implemented.
Fig. 4.14: Fully placed and routed high speed 4:1 MUX using PnR flow.
breakout of the transmitter indicates that the energy efficiency is not better than
reported in [23]. For comparison, the energy efficiency of this work indicated in the
Table 4.2 is just for the MUX-FFL cell (230µW/40Gb/s).
Energy-efficiency parameter suggests that the proposed MUX is the most efficient
multiplexer operating above 10Gb/s reported to date. The 4:1 MUX occupies 20µm x
28µm of core area. A breakout pie chart is shown in Fig. 4.13 with the power distribu-
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Table 4.1. Performance comparison of 2:1 Multiplexers.
Design Tech. Supply [V] DR [Gb/s] Energy Eff.
CML-Ind. [22] 90nm 1.2 40 270fJ/b
CML-Ind. [27] 180nm 1.2 40 14.7pJ/b
CML-1stage [28] 130nm 1.5 30 ∼1.1pJ/b
CML [29] 90nm 1.2 12 NA
CML [23] 65nm 1 12.5 16fJ/b
CML [21] 65nm 1 25 NA
This work 45nm 1 40 6fJ/b
Fig. 4.15: 4:1 MUX eye diagram @ 40Gb/s after output re-timing.
tion of each block for the complete full-rate 4:1 MUX. The total power consumption
of the 4:1 MUX at 40Gb/s output data rate is 860µW.
Figure 4.15 shows the eye diagram at the output of the 4:1 MUX. The eye diagram
has 24ps horizontal eye opening at the slow-fast corner. Figure 4.16 shows the eye
diagram at the output of the 4:1 MUX before the re-timer flop, with the transistors
in D02 datapath (Fig. 4.11(a)) using slow-fast corner models, and the D03 datapath
using fast-slow models. Further analysis suggests that it is possible to re-time the
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Fig. 4.16: 4:1 MUX eye diagram @ 40Gb/s before output re-timing.
output in the transmitter driver opening the possibilities to increase the limited speed
by the full-rate MUX. For instance, a two-phase +40GHz clock signals with phase
difference of 90◦ might be used to re-time the MUX output [21]. A sample of the 4:1
MUX output waveform at 40Gb/s output data is presented in Fig. 4.17. A pattern
of 10Gb/s 231 − 1 PRBS was applied to each input.
Statistical analysis where run using Monte Carlo with 100 samples. Figure 4.18
presents the eye diagrams measured at the output of the driver for the most relevant
Monte Carlo cases . Twenty cases are presented which include the corners: slow-slow,
slow-fast, fast-slow at VDD=0.95V. Results indicate a 22ps horizontal eye opening
and 280mV vertical opening. The jitter was measured at the typical corner consider-
ing the power supply induced jitter, Fig. 4.19. With a 10ps switching supply noise,
the jitter measured at the driver’s output is less then 3ps. The eye diagram at the end
of the channel termination with the FFE off is presented in Fig. 4.20. Attenuated
signal and ISI are observable leaving to a closed eye diagram. The eye diagram for
different corners is shown in figure 4.21 with the FFE turned on indicates a 20ps
horizontal and 148mV vertical eye opening.
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Fig. 4.17: 4:1 MUX output with input data rate of 10Gb/s.
Fig. 4.18: Monte Carlo results of 20 relevant cases showing eye diagram @ 40Gb/s
at the driver’s output.
4.4 Implemented Transmitter
Fig. 4.22(a) shows the proposed TX that consists of PRBS generators, an 8-to-1
serializer, a 4-tap pre-emphasis equalizer, a source-series driver stage, and a deseri-
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Fig. 4.19: Jitter measurement at typical corner @ 40Gb/s.
Fig. 4.20: Output at the 50 Ohm termination with FFE off.
alizer that includes a PRBS checker. In a common architecture, the pre-emphasis
stage drives the output stage directly at full-rate or half-rate. Therefore, a reduced
number of pre-emphasis taps is preferred in order to save power. However, in high
loss channels a small number of taps might be not enough to equalize the channel.
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Fig. 4.21: Equalized output with FFE on at 50 Ohm termination.
The proposed TX has a half-rate architecture with the final 2:1 muxing stage after
the pre-emphasis. Unlike the design in [30], the full-rate muxing of the data stream
occurs before the driver which results in a significant reduction in the clock load. A
pre-emphasis configuration works at quarter-rate to minimize power consumption of
the digital logic. After the pre-emphasis, S2D blocks drive the final 2:1 mux with
differential signaling to decrease power supply noise.
Each tap has a configurable driver segment with five weighted final drivers. Fig.
4.22(b) shows one driver segment that includes the last 2:1 mux and the selection
gate of the final driver. Each pull-up and pull-down device of the driver has its
own bit control to set the SST impedance and control the swing accordingly. With
118 unity cells in a 5-bit tunable pre-emphasis weight, 86 units are dedicated to
pre-emphasis control with a resolution of about 2%. The final output impedance
is tuned-up with 32 unit cells per driver segment. The pre-emphasis taps can be
independently selected as pre-cursors and/or post-cursors providing a reconfiguration
capability for different channel characteristics. Each segment includes a pre-driver
data selection circuit that adjusts tap coefficients. As in [30], the SST driver does
not employ stacking transistors in the pull-up and pull-down branches, eliminating




































































Fig. 4.22: (a) SST proposed TX architecture and (b) 1-tap driver segment with
weight equalization control gates.
215 − 1 and 27 − 1 parallel PRBS generators shown in Fig. 4.8 are implemented
using standard cells and extended true single-phase clock (ETSPC) flip-flops. A
PRBS checker is implemented using the same parallel PRBS scheme of the generator
as shown in Fig. 4.10. At the checker, XOR outputs of the PRBS do not set new
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states but are compared with the incoming stream of bits to flag errors if bits are not
equal. This technique, called multiplication by a reciprocal polynomial [31] allows
self synchronization to the incoming stream of bits without a synchronization circuit.
4.5 Transmitter Circuits
Fig. 4.23(a) shows the clock distribution circuit. A single-ended input clock is
used to decrease power consumption for clock distribution, and a digital single-to-
differential (S2D) circuit is placed close to the circuit that requires complementary
clock signals. The AC coupling distribution decreases power consumption since the
signal swing amplitude in the clock lines can be reduced. Skew control lines are inde-
pendently implemented for the quarter-rate and half-rate clocks to alleviate transition
mismatch issues.
4.5.1 Duty Cycle Correction
A duty cycle correction circuit (DCC) is proposed to adjust the duty cycles of the
half-rate clocks CK and CKB. In addition to have delay line control in each clock
path, S2D blocks and DCC are inserted to provide a programmable slew, and skew
and duty control of the half-rate clock signals at the point of load. Figs. 4.23(b),(c)
shows the proposed DCC circuit and its respective timing diagram. Considering that
S2D differential block has a delayed branch due to the inserted inverter to generate
the complementary signal, Fig. 4.24, the output of the S2D might generate a distorted
clock signals (CKi, CKBi) with non-50% duty cycles. Assuming that CKi and CKBi
signals have duty cycles greater than 50% as depicted in Fig. 4.23(c) with rising
edges separated by half-period, the output clock Q will have a 50% duty cycle. For
instance, assuming that the output Q is selecting the CKBi input at the output of













































Fig. 4.23: (a) Clock distribution diagram, (b) DCC proposed circuit, and (c) DCC
timing diagram.
inverted signal of the FF input and causing a transition of the divider-by-2 output
configuration. The output Q (CK) transition after a delay tCKi−Q is given by:
tCKi−Q = tCKi−OMUX + tCLKFF−Q (4.1)
where tCKi−OMUX is the delay of the input of the mux to its output and tCLKFF−Q is
the clock to the output delay of the mux. The output of the mux OMUX will transit
to low once the output Q has final transition and the delay between the two events
is given by tSMUX−OMUX , which is the delay from the mux selector input to its output
as depicted in Fig. 4.23(c). A time constraint is given by the minimum duty cycle of
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the triggering signal OMUX , which must not be longer than the period of the output
signal (TCK) by 25%:




















Fig. 4.25: Traditional approach of a single-to-differential circuit.
4.5.2 Single-to-Differential
The simplest S2D circuit is to use an inverter to generate the complementary
phase, Fig. 4.24. However, the intrinsic inverter delay generate mismatches at the
complementary output that can generate undesirable behavior to the circuits requiring
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complementary phases. Furthermore, inverters have faster falling transitions due to
the intrinsic characteristic of the nMOS when compared to the pMOS characteristic,
as indicated in Figs. 4.25 and 4.26. In the proposed S2D depicted in Fig. 4.27, the
added Mc transistor at the pull-up of the inverter tracks the complementary signal
at node IND slowing the high level transition of the inverter input and allowing the
pMOS transistor of the output inverter to have similar transition time with that of
the nMOS device. Therefore, controlling the slewing of the falling transition at node
IND allows to adjust the slewing response at the output OUT of both transitions.
A programmable parallel tail to the pull-down branch of the inverter connected to
node IN allows to control the falling slewing through a 4-bits digital code (slew[3:0]).
Consequently, the phase matching of the differential output is improved if the S2D



















Crossing point determines clear steering from one NMOS to another. I1+I2 = ITAIL
IN
IN
pull-up of predriver should be stronger
than pull-down. Therefore, faster rising transition

















Fig. 4.27: Proposed single-to-differential circuit.
4.6 Feed-forward equalizer
At the transmitter side, the stream data is pre-distorted to achieve a flat fre-
quency spectrum that is seen at the receiver side. The pre-distortion stage acts as a
filter that attenuates low-frequency signal content and keep high-frequency signal un-
touched. This kind of equalization is usually referred as pre-emphasis. Pre-emphasis
equalization is commonly implemented using FIR filters. In general, a FIR filter is the
weighted sum of past and/or future samples subtracted from the present transmitted
data. Figures 4.28 shows the concept of a 2-taps FIR. Since the output of these type
of equalizer is feed-forwarded and not directly derived from the Y[n] output stream,













Fig. 4.28: 2-Tap FFE equalizer concept.
A conventional FFE uses passive elements with an adjustable transconductance to
act as a filter. The transconductance is digitally controlled to set the specific weight
values according to the channel response [32]. The differential implementation as long
with the passive network introduce a power and an area overhead that is not suitable
in large count I/O pins systems.
A different approach is to use active delay elements to build the FIR filter. In
moderate-speed link systems, it is common to find static flip-flops as the delay ele-
ments since their operation frequency is high enough to handle moderate-speed data
rate. However, in high-speed data rate systems, high-frequency boosting techniques,
such as inductive peaking, are preferred for its achievable high-speed performance.
Recently, CML-based latches and flip-flops have been used intensively to implement
FIR filters at data rates above 10Gb/s [32]. Unfortunately, the required constant
current might not be an option due to the increased power density in large I/O pins
count.
True-single phase clock high-speed latches are suitable to be applied at the equal-
ization stage. Replacing the delay elements in the FFE by true-single phase clock
latches, it is possible to achieve a high-speed performance with low power consump-



























Fig. 4.29: 2-Tap FFE proposed equalizer with details on high-speed latches.
details a 2-taps FFE with details in the implementation of the latches. The latches
might also be used to obtain pre-cursor taps.
4.6.1 Divider-by-2 with Quadrature Output
The 4:2 MUX works as the first serializer stage and is implemented using a stan-
dard transmission gate flip-flops (TGFF). The following MUX 2:1 uses the quarter-
rate signal clock (CK2) providing a half-rate data path where the pre-emphasis taps
are selected. The 2:1 MUX uses quadrature clock phases CK290 and CK2270 sepa-
rated by 90o from CK2 and CK2B as indicated in Fig. 5.2(c). For the implementation
of 2:1 MUX, SPFFs with a keeper in the QB node are used since the data input stream
might have low activity. The use of SPFF saves more than 50% of power when com-
pared to that of TGFF implementations at data activity as low as 3%, Fig. 5.2(d).
The quadrature output of CK2 is obtained with the proposed domino-like based
divider-by-2 shown in Fig. 4.30. A dynamic based latch with cross-coupled domino-
like logic is proposed to implement the FF of divider-by-2. With proper device sizing
it is possible to obtain the proper operation depicted with the timing diagram. This
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implementation offers 2 and 4 folds of power savings when compared to those of a
















Fig. 4.30: (a) Proposed divider-by-2 with quadrature outputs and (b) its respective
timing diagram.






Fig. 4.32: Measured 30Gb/s differential eye with 215 − 1 data pattern with average
(16) enabled (a) Pre-emphasis off, (b) pre-emphasis on.
4.7 Experimental Results
In the proposed TX, all circuits use a digital standard format with a 12 track
height (2.4µm) providing compact final layout and therefore a reduced load to the
signal path. PRBS generators and quarter-rate circuitry were automatically placed
and routed using standard digital design flow. The test-chip was wirebonded to a FR4
board with a bondwire length of about 1mm. Fig. 4.31 shows the measured S21 of the
10” microstrip including SMA connectors at the ends. About 50dB loss is measured
at 15GHz after 10” PCB trace. Eye openings are measured using an input stream
with the built-in 215 − 1 PRBS sequence generator. Fig. 4.32(a) shows the measured
far-end eye diagram at the connector with no pre-emphasis. Fig. 4.32(b) shows
the measured eye diagram with a pre-emphasis optimized for maximum horizontal
opening. Initial tap selection and weight control is executed in a PC by monitoring
the error of the PRBS checker. Fig. 4.33(a) shows the measured bit error rate (BER)
with the built-in PRBS checker at different data rates. For BER measurements, the
PRBS generator is enabled for about 1 minute and the 15-bit error counter read it.
If overflow occurs in the counter, data rate is decreased once initial tap settings are
adjusted. Fig. 4.33(b) shows the measured energy efficiency at different supply VDD
voltages. The driver supply (AVDD) voltage is adjusted manually and its value varies
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for each VDD step. The maximum data rate recorded is based on a BER of 3.3×10−8.
Since the proposed TX circuits have lower numbers of cascoded transistors per branch,
the TX is able to operate at lower supply voltages allowing further power savings in
a system utilizing a voltage scaling strategy. Fig. 4.34 compares the breakout power
of the proposed TX with a similar simulated TX including CML FFs and latches at
high speed paths at different supply voltages. The total power of the proposed TX
is measured and the breakout values are derived with simulations considering that
the power of the driver is also measured. Both transmitters have the same driver
scheme. Fig. 4.35 shows a die photograph, layout details, and the test board. Table
4.2 compares the measured performance of this work with prior works.
Fig. 4.33: (a) Measured BER at the output of the TX. (b) Measured energy efficiency
of the TX and simulated efficiency of a TX with CML blocks.
The use of aggressive programmability in the control taps of the pre-emphasis
and programmable adjusting circuits for clock skew and duty cycle corrections en-
able a highly efficient transmitter equalizing a channel loss of 50dB with a 30Gb/s
data rate. The implemented transmitter work demonstrates that combining a single-
to-differential circuit with a duty cycle correction circuit provides a significant en-
hancement in re-timing the final serialization stages with the presence of inevitable
mismatches in complementary phases. The implementation of single-phase circuits
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Fig. 4.34: Total power comparison of the proposed TX (measurements) with a























































Fig. 4.35: Micrograph of TX and test board.
in most of the signal path provides a power savings of 50% in the pre-emphasis and
clock distribution circuits when compared to differential implementations.
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Table 4.2. Performance summary and comparison.
Ref Tech. VDD DR C. Loss Ener. eff.
[30] 32nm 1.1V 28Gb/s 35dB 7.75pJ/b
[33] 65nm 1.2V 10Gb/s 13dB 1.1pJ/b
[34] 65nm 1.2V 48Gb/s NA 1.24pJ/b
This work 65nm 1.2V 30Gb/s 50dB 0.95pJ/b
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5. SINGLE-PHASE FLIP-FLOP
Timing constraints in most of the auxiliary circuits of the receiver and transmitter
are limited by the delay of the FFs operating in the critical paths. For instance,
in the DCC circuit, the FF must operate at half-rate which demands a high-speed
FF implementation. In addition to the required high performance operation, a low-
power implementation is desirable since its operation is at the highest clock rate of
the TX. A true single-phase clock (TSPC) FF is attractive due to the lower power
consumption compared to current mode logic (CML) implementation [35]. However,
a non-negligible glitch appears at node QB when CK transits to high and D remains
in low level, Fig. 5.1. An improved version of the FF, SPFF, is proposed and shown
in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 shows the SPFF with keeper at the QB node. Eliminating the
pre-charge transistor alleviates the glitch issue since node B does not transit to high
when CK goes to low and D remains in low level. A cross-coupled pMOS transistor
is added to keep the node A high when B is low. As a result, the cross-coupled
transistor works as a keeper for nodes A and B increasing the performance of the FF
when input data activity is reduced. An additional advantage of the proposed SPFF
is that node B keeps its logic value when CK transits and there is no signal change
in the data input. This characteristic decreases the power consumption at lower data
rate activity with high speed clocks.
5.1 Design Strategy
To get more insight of the proposed FF topology, a proposed a characterization
setup to is presented. As a result, a SPFF that have an attractive performance
for different applications is desired for comparison. Although, high speed interfaces





















Fig. 5.2: Proposed single-phase flip-flop SPFF
design to operate in the energy efficient point to size the transistors that yield the
minimum energy-delay product.
Since the slope of the clock and the data input signal might impact the power and
delay measurements, it is a good practice to fix the slope to make a fair comparison
with other flip-flop topologies [36, 37] . Additionally, in order to keep the standard
metric for measuring digital circuit performance, we modeled the logic path between
FFs as a static inverter chain with each inverter driving four copies of it itself to
get a fan-out-of-four (FO4) [38]. Consequently, every gate in the delay measurement






















Fig. 5.4: A common transmission gate flip-flop schematic.
In order to account for the maximum operation frequency of the SPFF in a
pipelined system, we have to find the optimum pipeline depth that constraints the
clock frequency. Choosing the pipeline depth that produces the highest frequency is a
common approach that computer architects for high-performance systems take [39–41]
. Although this methodology is constrained by power, usually power is addressed by
scaling the voltage or the frequency in the latest design stages such that the design
fits inside the power budget. However, in a energy efficient design, is common to
choose the pipeline depth that meets the minimum energy point [39]. In our ap-
proach, we chose to explore the logic depth (known also as delay of the logic circuits
or the inverse of the pipelining depth) of a pipeline stage that yields the minimum
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Fig. 5.5: Energy per operation of a 32FO4 logic function for different logic depths
measured in FO4 delay units.
energy. The result is given in Fig. 5.5, where the x axis represents the logic depth in
FO4 delay units which for the TSMC 65nm LP technology FO4 is about 25ps in the
nominal case. We have assumed the following to calculate the logic depth: (1) a fixed
load of FO3 that each gate sees, (2) a voltage supply of 1.2V, (3) a switching activity
of 25% of the data input stream, (4) and the SPFF sized for minimum E-D product.
A logic depth of 6FO4 results in the minimum energy point. This result follows the
trend that a low logic depth reduces the idle time of the gates between the FFs and
therefore lowers the leakage energy per cycle of the gates. Whereas with lower logic
depth, the number of FFs increases and the clocking overhead and higher frequency
increases the dynamic energy [40].
In regard to process variations, a common approach is to consider longer logic
paths to reduce the effect of gate variations on total path delay by exploiting the
delay averaging characteristic. For instance, if we choose 8FO4 as the logic depth
will give us a clock frequency of 5GHz. Operating at 5GHz, a 100 points Monte
Carlo analysis showed over 25% variations in the total delay path of a pipeline stage.
Assuming that 25% of delay variation might not satisfy the multiple worst-case delay
paths in a full system-on-chip architecture, different Montecarlo analysis were run for
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operation frequencies below 5GHz until we found a total path delay variation within
10%. At 3.3GHz operation frequency, the logic depth is about 12 FO4 and the total
delay path variations per stage stays within 10%. With a logic depth of 12FO4, a
simulation setup of 3 pipeline stages with a 3.3GHz clock was used to get simulation
results of FF power consumption for different switching activity.
5.2 Characterization circuits
In order to set a performance framework, it is necessary to define the strategy
to obtain the different delay and energy measurements. The clock-to-output delay
(tC−Q) is the propagation time between the triggering clock edge and the new output
transition given that the data signal has been set earlier than the clock edge. As the
data signal edge gets closer to the triggering clock edge (tD−C decreases), tC−Q starts
increasing and it might rise exponentially. If the data edge is pushed even closer to
the clock edge, the data transferring to the output might fail. Therefore, a enough
setting time of the data is required before the triggering clock edge. The minimum
setting time (tD−Cmin) that allows to reliable transfer the data to the output is defined
as setup time (tsetup). Since the optimization interest is to reduce the propagation
delay of the data to the output (tD−Q) terminals of the FF, it is important to be able
to reduce the data-to-clock and clock-to-output delays since tD−Q = tD−C + tC−Q.
The minimum tD−C is the setup time and is commonly defined where tD−Q minimum
occurs. It means that
dtD−Q
dtD−CLK




After the triggering clock edge occurs, the data signal must be held constant to
allow the output to transition. The minimum time that the data signal must be
constant is called the hold time (thold). The hold time becomes critical when it equals
to tC−Q plus the time it takes of data to arrive at the next FF stage which in pipeline
paths is due to the logic between the FFs, and its propagation delay is defined as
tlogic. Assuming that tlogic is zero and there is not clock skew between stages, a system
will operate correctly if we assume that the tC−Q obtained at the setup measurement
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is the same time obtained for the hold time. Therefore, is common to define the hold
time as the time difference between data arrival and the triggering clock edge that
has the same tC−Q delay of the tC−Q calculated for the setup time.
d0 d0 d1 d1 d2 d2 d3 d3
Cmin 2Cmin 4Cmin 8Cmin
SPFF
DUT
c0 c0 c1 c1 c2 c2 c3 c3





























Fig. 5.6: Implemented test circuit to measure delay characteristics of the flip-flops
TGFF and SPFF.
5.2.1 Delay testing setup
In order to measure the delay characteristics of the proposed SPFF, the testing
setup shown in Fig. 5.6 was implemented. An array of six SPFFs per row and
four SPFFs per column were implemented. The array scheme allows to measure the
characteristics by averaging. Furthermore, the proposed scheme allows to extract
performance characteristics with requiring additional on-chip circuitry that might
impact the accuracy of the measurements. For instance, compared to [42] which
depends on the accuracy of a ring oscillator, the proposed structure uses an external
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accurate clock source. In order to extract the timing characteristics, the following
procedure is required:
1. Set m[1:0] of each stage to select the output of flip-flop under test (FFUT).
2. Set d[5:4] of each stage to select DA. Set C[5:4] to select DD. This result in an
initial maximum tD−C per stage.
3. Flush the pipelined array by setting a logic value 0 at the input.
4. Set Din with a serial input pattern 0011001100110011 synchronized to a clock
of 100MHz. Set CLKe to 1600MHz and enable the four dividers-by-2.
5. Store the output stream Dout and check that the pattern 0011001100110011X
appears.
6. Increase the frequency of the signal clock that the extreme TGFFs see (CLKA)
by bypassing one-by-one of the dividers-by-2. In every increasing step, check
that the pattern 0011001100110011X appears. If the output stream Dout fails to
capture the pattern correctly, save the divider configuration. At this point, the
period (tCLKA) of signal CLKA is smaller than the total propagation delay of a
row of the array (tdarray) unabling to capture properly the data at Dout. Let us
called the period tCLKA of failing to capture Dout as tCLKAF . The propagation
delay of a row of the array can be calculated approximately by:
tdarray = 6 ∗ (8 ∗ FO4 + 3 ∗ tMUX + tD−Q + tXOR) + 2 ∗ tMUX−A (5.1)
where FO4 is approximately 25ps, tMUX is the propagation delay of the 4-input
mux and is approximately 80ps, tXOR is the propagation delay of the XOR gate
used to select the sign of the input slope to the FFUT, and is approximately
80ps, tMUX−A is the delay inserted by the mux selecting the array rows with an
approximated value of 100ps, and tD−Q is the propagation delay from the data
input to the output of the FFUT. The approximate total delay is about 3.8ns.
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8. Set d[5:4] such that the tD−C of FFUT is decreased until the input pattern is not
captured correctly. If the pattern still correct after having changed the selecting
taps of the data path of the FFUT, modify the slope gradually by changing d[3:0]
and having d[5:4] selected to DA.
9. Similar to the previous step, it is possible to modify tD−C by bringing the clock
edge close to the data signal edge by setting c[5:4].
10. Setting tD−C of FFUT by either one or both of the two previous steps, an addi-
tional accuracy is obtained by increasing the external clock (CLKe) frequency
progressively until Dout stream fails to capture the pattern correctly. Given the
settings of the dividers-by-2 and the input clock frequency, tD−C is calculated
as:
tD−C = tC−fail − tD−fail (5.2)
where tC−fail is the arrival time of the clock edge and tD−fail is the arrival time
of the data edge when Dout starts failing to capture the input pattern.
11. tD−fail is obtained by setting m[1:0] of each stage to select the input of the FFUT.
Then, increasing the external clock frequency progressively until Dout stream





12. tC−fail is obtained by setting m[1:0] of each stage to select the clock terminal
of the FFUT. Then, increasing the external clock frequency progressively until





Similar to tD−fail calculation, tC−fail contains the propagation delays of the
muxers and the XOR gate and therefore they canceled out at the calculation of
tD−C .
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13. tC−Q is calculated as:
tC−Q = tQ−fail − tC−fail (5.5)
where tQ−fail is obtained by setting m[1:0] of each stage to select the output
of the FFUT. Then, increasing the external clock frequency progressively until





14. Repeat all previous steps after selecting a different row of the array by setting
sa[1:0]. The final tD−C value is obtained after averaging the results of the four
rows.
The previous procedure is also applied to calculate the hold time thold, but instead
of the clock edge arriving first than the data edge, now the data edge is set to arrive
first by properly setting d[5:0] and c[5:0].
46ps 67ps
tDC CQt
Fig. 5.7: Waveforms operation of the SPFF.
By following the measuring policies for tsetup and tC−Q described at the beginning
of the section, the simulated tsetup result is 46ps and the tC−Q is 67ps. Figure 5.7
shows the simulated waveforms at the terminals of the SPFF of the implemented
delay testing circuit in a typical corner with a tsetup of 46ps. Figures 5.8 and 5.9
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shows the calculated setup and hold time after a simulated Montecarlo analysis with
100 points. As a result, the tsetup obtained is 45.7ps with a σ of 11ps, which represents
an upper bound for 3σ of 78.7ps. The tC−Q obtained is about 69ps with a σ of 10.2ps,
which represents an upper bound for 3σ of about 100ps.
Fig. 5.8: Setup time calculated with a 100 points simulated Montecarlo analysis.
Fig. 5.9: Clock-to-output delay calculated with a 100 points simulated Montecarlo
analysis.
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5.2.2 Energy testing setup
The implemented test circuit to measure the energy performance of the TGFF
and SPFF is shown inf Fig. 5.10. A conventional ring counter with TGFF elements
is used to provide the input stimulus to four FFUT. The 8-bits activity control word
sets the initial condition of the ring counter and therefore the activity seen by the
flops under test. An advantage of this procedure is that the measured energy is well
averaged since each flop sees different input pattern at given time but with the same
activity at the total count. Slopes and load are adjusted to be FO4 and the supply of
the activity control circuit is connected to the supply of the digital control interface.
The supply of the FFUT, as well as the supply for the inverters and the level shifter
driving the clock and data terminals respectively, are connected to an isolated VDD












Fig. 5.10: Implemented test circuit to measure energy performance.
5.3 Experimental Results
The procedure to calculate the timing characteristics of the implemented TGFF
and SPFF is applied using a script written in python. Data is send/receive through
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the USB port of the PC and a USB-to-SPI cable connected to the SPI port of the chip.
Lab data is gathered and processed to generate the plot shown in Fig. 5.11. When
the data at the output fails to capture the input, the tD−Q and tC−Q values were kept
the same as the latest value when the data was captured correctly. The setup time
obtained for the implemented TGFF is 63ps and 133ps for tC−Q. For the SPFF time
characterization, the tD−Q does not show a convex plot and consequently the adopted
definition to measure setup time does not apply directly. Given the simulation results
of 47ps for tsetup, the slope of the tC−Q curve for tD−C at 47ps is different than the
slope of tC−Q when the minimum of tD−Q occurs for the TGFF measured case. We
use the same slope of tC−Q obtained for TGFF at given tD−C to keep a similar timing


























Fig. 5.11: Measured tsetup (tD−C) and tC−Q of the TGFF and SPFF.
Figure 5.12 shows the measured power consumption at different activity rates
when the provided clock frequency is 3.3GHz. Compared to the TGFF, a 45% power
savings is achieved at 25% data activity. Considering that in a worst case scenario
for interface applications or pipelined operations data activity might not get as high
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as 25%, this result shows a strong feasibility for replacing conventional clock storage
elements in restricted power-budget applications.
Fig. 5.12: Measured power comparison of the proposed SPFF and the TGFF for
different activity rate with clock rate of 3.3GHz.
Figure 5.13 shows the details of the die with the implemented testing structures in
a TSMC 65nm low power logic CMOS technology. Table 5.1 compare the performance
of the SPFF and TGFF with recent reported work. Although the comparison is unfair
since the delay and energy characteristics depend on technology, load, slope, activity,
clock frequency and other measurement conditions, the results of other work allow
to have an insight of the performance of the proposed SPFF. SPFF has the lower
number of transistors and timing and energy performance are competitive numbers
among similar measurement conditions. When compared to the TGFF the SPFF
outperforms with a 45% energy savings at 25% activity rate, 13ps faster for setup







SDI SCK SCB VDT SDO VSS CLKVDD
Fig. 5.13: Micrograph details of delay and energy test structures.
Table 5.1. Performance summary and comparison.
Ref Tech. VDD #Trans. tsetup tC−Q thold Energy.
[43] 40nm 1.1V 22 197ps 67ps 73ps 2fJ a
[44] 65nm GP 1.0V 25 b 29ps 49ps 17.8ps 42fJ
[45] 40nm 0.9V 48 5ps 37ps NA 5fJ c
[46] 40nm 1.1V 21 105ps 176ps 69ps 3.1fJ d
TGFF 65nm LP 1.2V 24 63ps 133ps 18ps 9fJ
SPFF 65nm LP 1.2V 18 50ps 65ps 44ps 5fJ
a Measured at 10% activity rate.
b A shareable pulse generator is required.
c Measured at 50% activity and 0.81V supply.
d Approximated value based on 34% the power consumption of
TGFF at 10% activity rate.
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6. WIRELINE RECEIVER CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES
In lossy channels, the signal amplitude is attenuated as a function of frequency.
Therefore, transmitting a high-speed pulse is deformed and its transition tail may
be misinterpreted by the receiver with a symbol that was previously transmitted.
For instance, after a long series of pulses representing logic one values, a significant
amount of voltage might remain on the interconnect over several unit intervals (UI).
The previous problem is resolved employing equalization systems. Passive equal-
izer and continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE) networks are among the most pop-
ular. The common approach is to invert the frequency response of the channel such
that the overall response is flat over the band of interest. As a result, a high-frequency
boosting is required as long with a low frequency attenuation. Unfortunately, this
technique introduces an additional insertion loss at the link and amplification might
be required. Boosting the high-frequency content of the signal increases crosstalk and
high-frequency noise. In addition, passive and CTLE equalization only compensates


















Fig. 6.2: Partial response DFE.
6.1 Decision Feedback Equalizer
In contrast to passive equalizer and CTLE, a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE)
compensates based in the data content. A digital output is compared with a specific
threshold to generate a digital value. This value is delayed and scaled so it can
be subtracted from the input signal. Considering the lossy nature of channels, low
frequency content is also attenuated which demands the need for additional gain of
the low frequency. In lossy channels, it is common to have a variable gain amplifier
(VGA) and a CTLE before the DFE to have the required swing at the input of the
DFE. Figure 6.1 presents a 1-tap DFE block diagram serving to illustrate the concept
of compensating the current input value with a fraction of the previous bit. The delay
is synchronized to set its output to the previous bit, which is scaled by a factor such
that post-cursor effect is canceled from the current transmitted bit.
A challenge in the design of the DFE is ensuring that the feedback signal settle
within one bit period. At high data rates, this timing constraint becomes more
difficult to fulfill. A technique known as loop unrolling, also called partial response
or speculation, is commonly used to relax this timing constraint [47–49], fig. 6.2.
Avoiding the large capacitance of the summing node and keeping the decision within
the digital domain, the delay of the feedback is reduced. Previous decisions are
made by unrolling the possible combinations of the previous bits. In 1-tap DFE, two















Fig. 6.3: Half rate partial response DFE.
the results are sliced to binary values. Once the previous bit is known, a MUX selects
the corresponding output.
Two branches of DFEs, one running at the positive half-cycle of the clock and
the other one at the negative half-cycle of the clock, are called half-rate DFE sys-
tems [49], fig. 6.3. The advantage of running at half the clock speed saves power in
clock generation, but at the overall increasing in area and power consumption. An-
other advantage of the half-rate is the inherent DEMUX 2:1 operation at the output,
consequently eliminating the need for a high-speed DEMUX. However, the fan-in of
the input node increases the capacitance seen by the previous stage, requiring addi-
tional power consumption. Furthermore, the additional muxers and slicers added to
the data path decreases the timing margins of the unrolled tap resulting in a timing
constraint of:
tD−Q + tMUX < UI (6.1)
where tD−Q is the data to output delay of the flip-flop, tMUX the propagation delay
of the mux and UI the unit interval of a symbol. The increasing number of slicers


























































Fig. 6.5: Half rate direct closed-loop DFE without muxers to relax timing.
A conventional half-rate closed-loop, with a direct feedback as shown in Fig. 6.6
might overcome the issues of an unrolled DFE but with a cost. The burden of requiring
a summer circuit for the first tap might limit the timing constraint even worse if the
summer node is not isolated from considerable loads. As shown in Fig. 6.6, recent
work isolate the first tap from later taps to improve the timing performance of the
































Fig. 6.6: Half rate 1-tap partial response with 1-tap closed-loop DFE.
summer circuits impact negatively the power budget. Interfaces with tighten timing
specifications might require a faster second tap and therefore further optimizations
are applied. Fig. 6.5 improves the timing margins of the later taps but eliminating
the muxers at the cost of a required summer per half-rate branch and bigger input
capacitance load of the DFE.
Recent published work [50, 51], have made use a combination of a first-tap un-
roll and the direct closed-loop for the second tap. However, the still larger number
of slicers and summers impact power and area. In order to balance timing and
power consumption performance towards energy efficient links, we proposed the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 6.7. Although the number of flops correlated to the input node
are reduced, the architecture seems to suffer of a tighter timing constraint since two
muxers are in the feedback of the first tap. Interestingly, if the pair of flops and























Fig. 6.7: Proposed half rate partial response DFE.
the half-cycle feedback signals are multiplexed to select the unrolled decision, we get
additional power and area savings due to the reuse of summers and slicers.
6.2 Clock and data recovery
Three common approaches for clock recovery architectures are shown in figure 6.8.
The one loop approach adjusts the VCO output frequency and phase to the center of
the UI of the incoming data. However, the high accumulated jitter in the incoming
data might be tracked if the loop-bandwidth of the PLL/DLL is high. Considering
that a high loop-bandwidth is required to decrease the phase noise of the loop, it
is difficult to avoid the jitter tracking behavior. In order to break the phase noise
and jitter trade-off in the one loop based architecture, it is commonly preferred to
have two loops CDR scheme [47]. One loop is used to adjust to the frequency of the
incoming data with low phase noise, and the other loop to setup the sampling clock














Fig. 6.8: CDR architectures: (a) Conventional one loop VCO-based, (b) Dual Loop
with PI, (c) Dual loop reference-less.
Dual loop CDR architecture avoid the use of two oscillators by using a phase
interpolator (PI). A phase-interpolator uses a finite state machine (FSM) to select
the optimal phase from a multiple phase generator. However, generation of multiple
phases introduces a prohibited overhead in power consumption at considerable high
speed data rates. Moreover, two loops scheme has the disadvantage of having two
different control paths that can suffer from concurrent corrections. Besides the addi-
tional complexity, recent publications [47, 52] report an intensified utilization of the
dual loop architecture with PI at the expense of larger power consumption. Among
the dual loop schemes, a reference-less architecture is also reported [52]. CDR without
external clock reduces cost at the detriment of increase complexity and power con-
sumption. Recently, Jung and Razavi [53], reported a 25Gb/s CDR with twenty-fold
reduction in the power consumption with respect to related art. The authors employ
charge-steering logic latches instead of CML based latches in a single loop CDR to
achieve the reported performance. A class-C VCO with low phase-noise and a 6MHz
loop bandwidth is implemented to achieve a relative jitter tolerance.
In this work, we propose the use of the implication cells to implement the required
latches in the one loop CDR architecture. Since proposed latches operate with a
single-phase clock, the estimated power consumption is lesser than the charge-steering
based latches reported in [53]. In addition, the exploits of a merged DFE and phase






















































Fig. 6.9: Proposed CDR phase detector reusing part of the DFE.
detector that reuses part of the DFE as long with the details of the latches. The final
proposed DFE and CDR is presented in figure 6.10. Further analysis is required to






















Fig. 6.10: Proposed DFE and CDR.
RC extracted simulations are also required to demonstrate the feasibility at high
frequency operation.
6.3 Experimental Results
The measurement setup used to characterize the DFE and CDR is shown in Fig.
6.11. The on-chip PRBS generator with a 215 − 1 sequence is applied to the input of
a configurable 3-stages gm-C low-pass filter. The low-pass filter is set to emulate the
combination of a 3-taps transmitter pre-emphasis, a channel response with a 35dB
loss at 12.5GHz, and a linear equalizer with a 11dB equalization.
A chip photo of the DFE and CDR is shown in Fig. 6.12. Same CDR and
DFE was applied to an optical receiver pictured in 6.13. The testing structures were
implemented in TSMC 65nm general purpose logic CMOS technology. A GSGSG
probe was used to access the odd and even data output signals at half rate. A GSG
probe was used to apply the input clock to the PRBS generators. A DC probe head

























Fig. 6.11: Measurement setup for DFE and CDR chip.
filter, the VCO, and the SPI control bits. Single DC parametric probes were used to
provide access to the reference bias resistors and the VCO loop filter.
The measured recovered half-rate data is shown in Fig. 6.14. Although the mea-
sured jitter is 0.31UI, the result indicates that the DFE taps are improving the timing
margin and opening of the eye. A 7.8mW power consumption was measured from a
1.2V supply.
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Fig. 6.12: Microphotograph of DFE and CDR chip.
Fig. 6.13: Microphotograph of optical receiver with DFE and CDR chip.
96
Fig. 6.14: Measured eye at the output of the 2-taps DFE.
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7. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS
Improving power efficiencies in I/O links is essential to cope with the fast increasing
demand for interconnection bandwidth in mobile and server applications. An increas-
ing number of new applications are employing high-speed data links which demands
for a lower power consumption and reduced cost. In high data rate I/Os, serializer,
pre-emphasis, driver, DFE, CDR and clock distribution circuits take a significant
portion of the total power budget because of their complexity and stringent speed
requirements. This work presented new circuit techniques that improve performance
around energy, speed and area requirements. The following are the summarized con-
tributions of this work:
Introduced implication logic as a design strategy in CMOS. A framework to use
implication cells in CMOS as long with the IMP and NIMP cells were designed and
measured [54].
Demonstrated a new prescaler architecture using IMP and NIMP cells with further
power-efficiency improvement. In a 130nm CMOS technology, the measured results
indicated a maximum 17GHz frequency operation. In a 45nm SOI CMOS technology,
simulation results show the possibility to build the more compact and more efficient
logic-based frequency prescaler in frequencies above the centimeter-wave band [18,55].
Designed and integrated first Sub-1mW prescaler at Ka-band using new logic
paradigm jointly with doctor Wu-Hsin Chen. The first implementation of IMP and
NIMP logic cells applied to a functional block. The structural complexity of TSPC
based prescalers is significantly reduced using non-conventional implication logic cells,
achieving one of the best performances among state-of-the-art prescaler designs [19].
Reported the more compact single phase-clock-based divider-by-2/3 prescaler.
The proposed circuit technique demonstrated progress toward the application of low-
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power and single-phase-clock logic style in mm-wave transceivers using scaled tech-
nologies [56].
Formulated the most energy-efficient 4:1 MUX reported operating above 10Gb/s
output data rate. The proposed architecture determines feasibility toward the appli-
cation of low-power and single-phase-clock high-speed I/O links [57].
Designed and integrated the most power-efficient divider-by-2/3 prescaler reported
in the literature. Results demonstrated a sub-1mW compact prescaler working in
frequencies above 15GHz with 3X lower power consumption compared to prior art in
same technology node [58,59].
Designed and integrated a 30Gb/s transmitter with 4-Tap pre-emphasis for a lossy
channel. An energy efficiency of sub-1pJ/b was achieved demonstrating the feasibility
to extensively use single-phase clock elements to reduce overall power consumption
of a high data rate I/O link [60].
Formulated a new operation scheme of a single-to-differential and duty cycle cor-
rection circuits qualified to work at operations above 10GHz. Designed and integrated
a proposed divider-by-2 with quadrature output operating at 15GHz [60].
Presented and demonstrated a new D-flip-flop with single-phase clocking operating
at 10GHz. The new clock element has a 45% energy reduction compared to the
commonly used transmission gate flip-flop in average activity operation. Proposed
testing structures to characterize clock elements. The new structures have a reduced
area and can be implemented to characterize timing differences in deep-submicron
circuits [61].
Demonstrated a new decision feedback equalizer and clock-data recovery circuit.
The reuse of elements working at the high-speed paths allow a reduction of power
consumption of 30% when compared to separated path elements. The proposed ar-
chitecture demonstrated the reduction of two times the loading at the input of the
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